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I Buy Books I Don't Like:
Balancing My Shelves
BY SHARMAN SIEBENTHAL ADAMS

A

an elementary student, I was placed in a pull-out reading classroom down the hall from my mainstream
classroom. Within this classroom, the "special" teachers would try tirelessly to help me improve my reading abilities. Unfortunately, at that time in that particular setting, reading comprehension abilities were
largely tied to a student's oral reading ability and in my case, whether related to general mispronunciation,
miscue, dialect, or another type of disability, I mispronounced key words within the English language. As a
result, and in an attempt to help me isolate problem words and passages, my reading comprehension activities
were broken into isolated tasks, including reading short pre-packaged texts rather than the longer seemingly
more difficult text and working on short task mastery type assignments. It was believed that shorter tasks
that were more isolated would help me with my overall comprehension of material. In hindsight research
findings from the 1970s and '80s, the time period in question, show that students across ability groups often
"spent more time working on reading skills via workbook-type assignments than putting these skills to work
in reading connected texts" (Fielding & Pearson, 1994, p. 62). This was particularly true for students such as
myself, those identified as having lower reading abilities, who had a disproportionate amount of "skill time"
versus "reading time ratio" and who were often placed in pull-out programs rather than inclusion programs
(Fielding & Pearson, 1994; O'Sullivan, Ysseldyke, Christenson, and Thurlow, 1990; Allington, 1983). As a
result, within the special reading class I became bored and struggled reading simple straightforward passages
that held no connection to my interests and failed to capture my attention. In turn, these experiences were
perceived as only further demonstrating my lack of comprehension and reading difficulties.
This dichotomous relationship between my
attendance in the special reading room and my
understanding of mainstream text within the regular classroom was a bit confusing. I was confused
because I thought I was "comprehending" the mainstream reading material and didn't know why I was
taken to another room to read much more dry and
uninteresting material. What seemed most perplexing to both my mainstream and special teacher was
that I just didn't seem as excited and engaged when
I read my special reading passages as compared to
my interest when I read more lengthy text. In fact, I
lingered a bit longer in terms of the quantity of my
visitations to the special classroom because I seemed
to go backwards, according to my teachers. Finally,
likely due to teacher frustration over the ever
increasing distance of my backwards progression, my
teachers let me return to the mainstream classroom.
The above story describes part of my long journey
toward discovering the fact that a child's speech

or pronunciation of words does not always equate
to one's level of comprehension (Goodman & Buck,
1973). Further, this is evidenced not only by stories
such as my own-a student with "low" oral reading
skills and high comprehension, but also the inverse
is evidenced by students with "high" oral reading
indicators but who lack critical depth of understanding related to comprehension (Applegate, Applegate
& Modla, 2009). Equally important and key to this
article, this story highlights the fact that what we
read does matter. The short packaged clips of text I
was exposed to as a struggling reader failed to hold
my attention and, in turn, had a further impact
on my overall learning. As we attempt to provide
meaningful reading experiences to students, educators must be reminded that all groups of readers can
benefit from being exposed to text, not just higher
achieving students (Fielding & Pearson, 1994). This
is particularly important given what past researchers found regarding the correlation between differing
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amounts of time given students to read texts and
the widening gaps between more able and less able
readers across grade levels (Fielding &Pearson 1994;
Allington 1983; Stanovich 1986). Recent research
continues to point out that students who experience
a lack of engagement with particular types of text " ...
are unlikely to tap into whatever reading strengths
and strategies they possess" (Vacca, 2006, p. 57). In
turn, as educators we risk disengagement of student
readers when we fail to provide a wide range of reading material and time to explore these texts.

Unbalanced Folklore Library
In my current position as a university instructor,
I find myself continuing to realize the significance
of my reading experiences as a young child. In
turn I find myself sharing stories and examples
of my past when I step into the preschool through
graduate level courses that I've taught. After coming to a stronger awareness about my own reading
development while pursuing my doctoral work, you
can imagine my surprise years later as an assistant
professor, when I realized that I had only books that
I "liked" on my shelves. My shelves had beautifully
written and illustrated books about topics near
and dear to me. My books were enjoyable for me to
read. A common reaction from visitors to my office
was "Wow, this is fantastic that a professor has a
miniature library ready to share with her students."
However, that was only a partial description of my
library and pertained only to the reading interests
of a portion of my visitors. Rather, this professor
was missing critical depth of certain subgenres on
her shelves and in essence missing a crucial element
learned from her own past: all students don't learn
in the same way, they don't have the same reading experiences, and they gravitate towards texts
that interest them (Vacca 2006). While I embrace
this principle, I had in fact stocked my shelves
(metaphorically as this includes both hard bound
and electronic text) in an imbalanced and biased
manner. In opposition to my book collection, I had
purposely structured my assignments to be inclusive
of a wide range of topics so that students could find
literature of personal interest for course projects. In
turn, never had a topic been deemed inappropriate
or unacceptable simply because the instructor was
more interested in the content of one project versus
another. Rather I embraced different topics and
added them to the existing repertoire of possible
course projects.
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In stocking my collection of books, I had gathered
books that not only enticed me as a reader, but that
also filled in the gaps of my own reading history. For
example, growing up I knew about Paul Bunyan and
Davy Crockett, but didn't discover the fascinating
character named 'Sally Ann Thunder Ann Whirlwind
Crockett' (Kellogg, 1995) until well into my adult
life. As I learned about tall tale female protagonists
(Ward & Young, 2009), explored incredible Latino
folk tales, learned new stories from the Far East,
and began to better understand the complex array
of Eastern European stories, my shelves began to
expand with these wonderful books. However, as my
library grew, I did not realize that part of my collection had been left a bit dormant-never really gaining the growth those folk literature areas deserved.

Beginning to Balance the Shelves
The epiphany of my imbalanced shelves initially
dawned on me a few summers back when I was
teaching a university level folklore course where
my students and I investigate the many sub-genres
of folk literature. I continue to teach this summer
course each year to upper level undergraduate and
graduate level students. Simply put, I love this
course. I love it because it is everything I missed as
a child when I would attend my speech and reading
classroom down the hall. For me, this course represents the ability for literature to reach out and communicate to every child-whether they like tall tales,
German Cinderella stories, African trickster tales,
mythology, Latino stories, Middle Eastern stories,
legends, and the lists go on. The reading selections
are not canned or pre-packaged, and they can be
applied across grade levels and curriculum. Students
of all ages are able to read at, above, or even below
their reading level by choosing stories that fascinate
them and spark interest. Through words, pictures,
and even song, this area of literacy reaches out to all
students. Within the course, I build upon Young's
(2004) outlined descriptions of the different areas
of folk literature: folk tales (Kraus, 2004), fables
(Johnson & Vroom, 2004), myths (Sebesta & Monson, 2004), legends (Bradley, 2004), and tall tales
(Pavonetti, 2004). Within these five categories, I
further subdivide the categories in two ways. First,
I divide the area of folk tales by subgenres in order
to highlight themes, storylines, and varied nuances
that exist within the larger category of folk tales.
Second, across all five overarching categories, I
highlight stories by geographic regions, all the while
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breaking down each of these areas further by culture
to arrive at still additional subgenres of the various
existing folk literature subgenres. The overarching
folk literature subgenres I use in the classroom are
highlighted with texts such as those listed in Table
1 [INSERT PAGE REFERENCE]. Lastly, within my
classroom, I build upon these sub genre categories
using additional texts and online media sources to
make sure that resources such as folk songs and
other folk-related work are included where applicable (Norton, D. & Norton, S., 2007; Galda, L. and
Cullinan, B.E., 2006).
In teaching this folklore course, I feel comfortable
with my knowledge base and wide understanding of
so many areas of folk literature. Further, I become
excited when my students share previously unknown
oral traditions and stories handed down from their
own families. By the end of each semester, I am
exceedingly proud of how far my students and I have
delved into this area of literature.

Encountering the Problem
Then one day, I encountered two struggling yet
seemingly passionate students in one of my courses.
These students came to my attention because of their
overall lack of interest in many of the folk literature
areas we discussed. As we moved through the course
I saw glimpses of their interest in the subject. Then
one day we tapped into a deep conversation about
the topic of mythology. As they engaged in classroom conversation, I readily nodded my head and
exclaimed "Yes. Oh what fabulous stories and examples. Have you heard this story? And here is another
example." The rapid excited banter continued with
other students becoming engaged after realizing that
these normally quiet students were truly interested
in the topic at hand. Then, gaining confidence from
their peers and instructor's support, these students
began to detail their own knowledge of mythology.
As ideas and years worth of laboriously collected
information spilled out, I realized that these two students didn't simply like mythology; rather mythology
was their passion, their hobby, their livelihood, and
that their expertise was nearing that of scholars
within the field of serious mythology study. Further,
I realized that these students really were on the
fringe of our group and were typically more actively
disengaged in other folk literature topics rather than
engaged. As they used their knowledge of mythology
to describe the increasing number of comic book
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texts that draw heavily upon well-founded areas of
mythology, I quickly realized that these students had
surpassed my available resources. As I raced to my
office after class to pull books that these students
might like, I realized that they had done far more
than exceed my available resources. I realized that
my library contained gigantic gaps where this type of
mythology literature should exist. In my own quest
to gather books from the numerous folk literature
subgenres that had been unavailable to me as a
learner, I had surpassed and excelled in areas that
I was previously deficient in while not continuing
the rapid pace of accumulating recent work in the
areas that I thought I knew. Mythology was one such
example. In turn, while I had become somewhat of
an expert in a wide range of expanding folk literature areas, I'd only maintained a perfunctory foot in
the more traditional areas of Greek mythology and
had largely missed the inclusion and connection of
new types of mainstream mythology texts, such as
comic books (Smith, 2008).
After overcoming my initial shock over not having
provided the type of depth these students needed,
I berated myself for overlooking this issue-for in
fact, these students were just bigger versions of my
elementary school "self' struggling to find interesting
and engaging text. Once found, their level of engagement soared. However, it was at the point where
these students needed additional text that I wasn't
able to support their learning through my existing
reading collection.

What to Do, How to Help
The clear and immediate answer to my dilemma
was to obtain more resources. However, the equally
important task that was needed before ordering
more books was to take stock of what I had upon
my shelves. The remaining portions of this article
skeletally outline different areas of importance
related to folk literature content, each important
in their own way as a means of supporting a well
rounded curriculum and the facilitation of student
growth and learning. These descriptions are offered
as a small foundational base to 'begin' constructing
(or building upon) folk literature collections and
research about this specialized area of literacy. By
no means is this folk literature list and descriptions exhaustive; there simply isn't enough time or
space for that endeavor. I suggest educators look
over their colleagues' folk literature collections as
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they build their own libraries and resource collections. As an example, Karen Adams (2008) does an
excellent job of highlighting a wealth of literature
related to Hispanic and Latino text. By examining
such works, educators will find detailed descriptions of subgenres with careful attention to rich and
nuanced details about specific cultural and regional
subgenres of folk literature.

Organizing Folk Literature
When I initially began teaching the course on folklore I entered the classroom with an overwhelmingly
stro~g background in "fairy tales." Between the time
and space of the generation in which I grew up, the
teachers of that generation, and influences from my
own family, my primary exposure to folklore was
fairy tales as a young child. My exposure included
endless tales of Cinderella, the Three Little Pigs,
Jack and the Beanstalk, Little Red Riding Hood,
Snow White, and so forth. Quite honestly, long before
educators fully realized that other cultures should be
better represented in our elementary school curricula
in order to honor diversity and provide inclusive
coverage of a wide range of literature, I grew bored
with the standard fairy tales. By the time I exited
junior high school, my teachers had exposed me to
legends, mythology, and a smattering of tall tales'
and trickster tales. Any literature outside this range
of work, or hovering on the margins, was typically
presented to me with trepidation and caution as my
teachers either introduced literature outside the
mainstream teaching expectations or introduced
literature that they themselves were clearly still
exploring. Not until much later in my own education did I discover the much larger range of folk
literature. Further, I would argue that not until
receiving my own doctorate and becoming a faculty
member, did I truly have the opportunity to break
down traditional walls of literature and expand my
research into what was once known as more obscure
and lesser known stories.
In Table 1, I use portions of Norton and Norton
(2007), Young (2004), Galda and Cullinan (2006),
and my own collections of folk literature to provide
a structure for developing folk literature collections. While this information provides a strong
foundational basis for building ones folk literature
collection, keep in mind that there are constantly
new folk literature bodies of work that promise to
further enrich and support these areas. As such, this
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list promises to be incomplete as authors continue to
produce exciting new works.
Table 1 provides examples of texts that can be
used across K-12 or higher education grade levels,
depending on how instructors use and discuss the
topic of folk literature. While this research article's
findings derived from an elective senior-graduate
level university course, students within this course
were primarily pre-service and in-service teachers
or other school professionals who work with K-12
student populations. As a result, students within my
course were attempting to construct folk literature
text collections and build upon their knowledge of
folk genres as a whole in order to meet the needs
of a wide range students. For those pre-service and
in-service teachers planning to work with students
at the early childhood and elementary levels, its
important to review the long standing discussion
and debate over the appropriateness of certain types
of folk literature for younger children. Galda and
Cullinan remind us that most folklore tales were not
originally intended solely for children and were used
to explain the world in which people lived, including
descriptions and characters portraying both good and
evil (2007). In turn, educators will find that some
stories, especially within the older more traditional
folk literature, include fairly graphic and descriptive stories that may be more appropriate for older
populations of students. As with most instructional
material, educators will want to review potential
teaching resources before integrating within the
curriculum. As educators begin this process, I am
often asked "How does one begin to classify a folk
literature collection?"

Classification of Folk Literature
Classifying stories is a dubious and difficult job, for
often stories not only transcend place and time, but
also the very subgenre in which they are placed.
Within my courses students often ask where a
particular story should be located or identified.
While some stories clearly appear within one subgenre versus another, there are always tales that
challenge limiting their identification to only one
category. For instance, Kate Tym's (2004) Princess
Stories From Around the World offers students
and educators a wonderful collection of stories that
clearly fall into folk literature tales about princesses,
but Tym's work also offers a creative new spin on
timeless classics, and some might argue this work
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Table 1 Folk Literature*
Folk Tales (General)
Examples)

The People Could Fly: African
American Folktales, Virginia
Hamilton (1985)

The Shell Woman & the King,
Laurence Yep (1993)
(Chinese)

•!•

Cumulative
Tales

Gobble, Gobble, Slip, Slop: A Tale of a
Very Greedy Cat,
Meilo So (2004)

The Bossy Gallito: A Traditional
Cuban Folktale,
Lucia Gonzalez (1994)

•!•

Noodlehead
Tales

Juan Bobo: Four Tales from Puerto
Rico,
Carmen T. Bernier-Grand (1994)

Noodlehead Tales: World Tales Kids
Can Read and Tell,
Martha Hamilton and Mitch Weiss
(2000)

•!•

Pourquoi Tales

Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears,
Verna Aardema (1992)

How Chipmunk Got His Stripes: A
Tale of Bragging and Teasing, J.
Bruchac & J. Bruchac (2001)

•!•

Trickster Tales

A Trickster Tale From Hawai'i, Gerald
McDermott (2009)

A Collection of Trickster Tales, John
and Caitlin Matthews (2008)

•!•

Transformation

The Crane Wife, Odds Bodkin (1998)

The Secret of the Stones,
Robert D. San Souci (2000)

•:•

Cautionary Tales
& Modern Tales

Princess Justina Albertina,
Ellen Dee Davidson (2007)

Fairy School Dropout,
Meredith Badger (2009)

•!•

Literary Tales

The Mitten: An Old Ukrainian
Folktale, A.R. Tresselt (1964)
(Original story handed down through
Oral tradition)

The Little Match Girl,
Hans Christian Anderson, adapted
by J. Pinkney (1999)

•!•

Creation Tales

The Great Canoe: A Karina Legend,
Maria Elena Maggi (2001)

Owl's Secret,
Louise Gallop (1993)

•!•

Fairy Tales

Good Night, Fairies,
Kathleen Hague (2002)

The Twelve Dancing Princesses,
Marianna Mayer (1998)

•!•

Fractured Fairy
Tales and
Variants

The Wolf Who Cried Boy,
Bob Hartman (2002)

The Paper Bag Princess,
Robert Munsch (2007)

•!•

Fractured Fairy
Tales and Variants Cont'd

The Stinky Cheese Man and Other
Fairly Stupid Tales,
Jon Scieszka (1992)

Kate and the Beanstalk,
Mary Pope Osborne (2000)

Fables

Foolish Rabbit's Big Mistake,
Rafe Martin (1985)

The Quiltmaker's Gift,
Jeff Brumbeau & Gail De Marcken
(2000)

Myths

The Crystal Pool: Myths and Legends
of the World,
Geraldine McCaughrean (1999)

Gods and Goddesses of the Ancient
Norse,
Leonard Everett Fisher (2001).

Legends, Heroes, &
Epics

The Legend of the Loon,
Kathy-jo Wargin (2000)

King Arthur and the Round Table,
Hudson Talbott (1995)

Legends, Heroes, &
Epics
Cont'd

The Yellow Star: The Legend of King
Christian X of Denmark, Carmen
Agra Deedy (2000)

Gitchi Gumee,
Anne Margaret Lewis (2006)

Tall Tales

Sally Ann Thunder Ann Whirlwind
Crockett,
Steven Kellogg (1995)

The Toughest Cowboy: Or How the
Wild West Was Tamed,
John Frank (2008)

*Each of the categories listed within Figure 1 can be further subdivided by geographic region, culture, theme, character, and addition
subgenre features. This list represents a small body of literature to consider for educators' Folk Literature Collections.
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also fits into multiple other categories. Similarly,
texts such as Elena's Serenade (Geeslin, 2004), a
beautiful and engaging story that includes magical
components and folk-like animal characters, could
also be considered in multiple folk tale categories.
Thus, the stories in the Table 1 will overlap across
subgenres and thus at times become impossible to
identify within only one category. For me, dividing
my literature into subgenres (most often into and
across yet additional sub levels of subgenres) helps
me to organize my curriculum and make sure that I
share a wide range of folk literature with my students. That said, this organization of folk literature
is really just that, a means of organization. As such,
each educator's methods of organization will vary
from one another. The key element is that as educators we include examples from all of these different
areas not only to respect the topics themselves but
most importantly to provide rich teaching and learning opportunities that prepare students across topics
both close to their own lives and those more distant
that open the doors of imagination and knowledge for
other cultures and regions of the world.

Building the Collection
There are two ways of constructing a well-rounded
folk literature collection, either all at once or slowly
over time. Unless a person has been handed down
a large collection from a former teacher or educator, and even then, it is likely that individuals will
continue to expand their libraries. Further, as new
authors emerge, collections promise to continue ever
changing as educators add new text to their libraries. For most of us, we enter a library or bookstore
and are immediately drawn to text that we don't
yet possess. A simple trip to either location quickly
informs us of the gaps in our collection. However,
before acquiring further text, I encourage educators
to look at what already exists within their collections. As we gather and collect, it is easy to assume
an exaggerated vastness or shortage of genres within
our collections. Whether organizers label, create
charts, list, place in boxes, or use another form of
organization, I highly recommend first identifying
and using a well-rounded folk literature text to help
inventory existing books and reflect upon areas in
need of further expansion.
In breaking down the content of folk literature, I use
Terrell Young's book "Happily Ever After" as both a
starting point and more importantly an organizing
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point to make sure that I do, in fact, touch upon the
many sub-genres of folk literature (2004). Within
this text, different authors contribute to five important areas of folk literature, keeping in mind that
each of these areas contains vast amounts of further
information and literature. Before assuming that one
has exhausted the existing categories of folk literature, I ask that readers visit this piece of literature,
paying particular detail not only to each author's
content but also the amazing list of resources at the
end of each chapter.
Next, and based on the fact that I had already
done all of the above items before discovering my
deficiency in the area of modern day mythology and
mainstream comic books, I recommend that educators who wish to reexamine their folk literature
collections proceed while considering a few key
questions:
❖

What books do you see students reading?

Whether students are young or well versed, peek
over their shoulders. If neither the time nor place
allows educators to see the book, ask students about
their reading habits. When educators phrase questions of inquiry, we must step out of our comfort
zones and realize that we may not know the answer
to some of our previous assumptions about students'
reading interests. Further, often students of all
ages feel like a question must have a right or wrong
answer before they construct their responses. Be
bold, and say:
❖

I need some really good books that students
might like, but I want to make sure they're
not boring. Do you have any ideas?

❖

Can you help me find a few exciting books in
this tall tales section?

❖

Alternatively, simply ask students, "What do
you like about the book you're reading? Are
there other books that you can recommend?"

Whatever the age of a student, asking these types of
questions, and many nuances of the same questions,
can be helpful when working with readers. Notice
that I say "readers." As much as we must avoid
assuming the pitfall of attaching age or grade level
of a student to their reading content knowledge, we
also mustn't assume that a well-versed or well-read
student doesn't need the same scaffolding support as
those within our struggling reading populations.
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Where to Begin:
Finding the Hook
Folklore maps the territory, shows us the
roads before us, and sets us free to walk
the roads we choose-after allowing us to
experience each road for ourselves. For,
in stories, folk stories, all the characters
are so universal as to be not individual
characters as in fiction, but more generally
recognizable aspects of our own psyches;
characters common to all. Which is why
the one voice, of one storyteller, can carry
and reveal them. (Martin Rafe, 2005)
One of the many exciting aspects of this genre
of literature is that the content of folk literature
continues to be adapted and used across all grade
levels. For instance, stories that were once thought
to be advanced and only applicable to older schoolaged students are now commonly reworked for
elementary-aged students (Young 2004; Calda &
Cullinan 2006; Norton & Norton 2007). One way
this process can happen is through the simplification of advanced reading text, in turn keeping the
important aspects of the story but reworking main
ideas in reader friendly ways that appeal to younger
audiences. Next, the ongoing increase of amazing
illustrators continues to bring forth visual elements of both traditional and new stories. Equally
important, we now live and work during a time when
technology resources make literature available in
new formats. These include online Web sites, digital
audio recordings, and film. Spend time searching
current W eh resources to explore resource guides,
folk literature book lists, and listen to audio recordings. Similarly, investigate newly available films
that depict folk tales. Online media resources, even
those that include more traditional listings of folk
literature, change on a constant basis as educators
become more technologically savvy and attempt
to provide users with up-to-date information that
adapts folk literature to the needs of current users.
Such users include, as evidenced through my own
university students, students who gravitate towards
new forms of folk literature, such as comics. As such,
there are sometimes new renditions of old stories
that challenge some of our more traditional memories of stories as they now appear in current text.
An excellent example is that of Rapunzel's Revenge
(Hale & Hale 2008), depicting the traditional tale of
Rapunzel in a new way with the character of Rapun-
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zel as an adventurous comic heroine. As educators,
we must realize that in no way do new versions of
folk literature negate the importance or pollute our
own understandings of original stories, but rather
they offer even more students the opportunity to
connect with literacy in meaningful ways. Educators
themselves may or may not gravitate towards their
own personal use of New Digital Media literacy
(Jenkins, et al., 2006); however our students do seek
out digital media, and we, as educators, must include
these areas of literacy as key elements within our
teaching curriculum.
As we move forward, our ability to help all students
rests in our awareness to support all learning interests and styles across the classroom. This approach
to teaching and learning is pivotal in providing
children and adults alike with stories and text that
we gravitate towards, but also those we "don't like."
Because our students just might "like" texts that we
don't.

I

Thus as we approach our shelves, visit them as wellregarded friends for whom the familiar always greets
visitors, but also ask what they still may need. Outward appearances are sometimes positively deceiving
and in the chaos of our busy teaching lives, it is easy
to assume that things are "just fine." Encourage
students, from young to well-versed, to help construct folk literature collections. Let students know
that the teacher needs help, that she doesn't have all
the answers, and that she values their opinions and
ideas. By placing ourselves in the role of the learner,
we allow students to become "more knowledgeable
others" themselves and, in turn, give readers the
confidence to move forward.

Conclusion
It is largely based on my own reading experiences
that within my folk literature courses I attempt
to select a variety of reading texts from which my
students can choose. Allowing students to self-select
text, gives them a choice in the decision making
process (Cunningham & Allington, 2003). Further,
as educators, we must also realize the importance of
providing students with a diverse range of literature
that represents the global community in which we
live. That said, educators are human and have various interests and general strengths over particular
content material that we know well and are able to
teach in meaningful ways. In our passion to educate
others and continue to fuel our own enlightenment
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and learning, it is natural to walk into a library
or bookstore and immediately be captivated by a
particular text. As teachers, we continue to stock
our collections, no matter how big or small, but of
course, we each have and use a particular lens when
doing so. This lens is not necessarily good or bad,
but rather we must identify that it exists in order
to meet the needs of our students when building our
literature collections.
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Michigan Reading Association
54th Annual Conference
March 20.,, 22, 2010
Cobo Center and Detroit Marriott Renaissance Center Hotel
Detroit, Michigan
Research---to---Practice Institute
March 19, 2010
Cobo Center and Detroit Marriott Renaissance Center Hotel
Detroit, Michigan
Online registration and additional information available at:
www.michiganreading.org

Please join us for an unforgettable Michigan Reading Association Conference
with inspirational speakers, educators, authors, illustrators and many special events!
General Session Keynote Speakers: Devin Scillian, Patricia Polacco, and Jim Grant

Featured Speakers: Kathryn Au, Anita Archer, Diane Barone, Max Brand, William Brozo, Matt Copeland, Debra Christian, Ruth Culham, Debbie Diller, Linda Dorn, Nell Duke, Pat Edwards,Jane Feber, Kevin Feldman,Jennifer Fontenot,
Doug Hartman, Linda Hoyt, Phyllis Hunter, Lori Jamison, Ellin Oliver Keene, Barry Lane, Maureen McLaughlin, Lori
Oczkus, Susan Neuman, D. Ray Reutzel, Laureen Reynolds, Frank Serafini, Mary Schleppegrell, Randy Testa, The Two
Sisters, MaryEllen Vogt, Sharon Walpole, Karen Wixson, and Jim W enzloff,
National Authors and Illustrators: Brod Bagert, Carmen Agra Deedy, Patricia Polacco, Steven Layne, and Keith Palette
Plus many more Michigan Authors and Illustrators!

•
•
•

o

•

•

•

PLEASE READ FIRST!
Full payment MUST accompany each registration form. Your registration will not be processed without full payment,
including applicable membership fees.
A separate form must be submitted for each conferee. Please complete and submit both pages 1 and 2 of the registration form.
Registrations must be received or submitted online on or before February 19, 2010. After February 19, a $35 processing fee
will be charged. Please do not submit registration forms to the MRA office after March 5, 2010. After March 5, registration
will only be available onsite at the MRA Conference Registration Desk in Cobo Center. Send your registration forms and fee
early to avoid the $35processing feel
Confirmations, name badges and meal tickets will be mailed only if registration is received before Friday, February 19, 2010.
All conference attendees that register after February 19 must pick up their conference materials at the MRA Registration Desk
in Cobo Center.
MRA MEMBERS: Be sure to renew your membership if it expires prior to April 2010! Check your membership card or the
back cover of a recent copy of your MRA newsletter or Michigan Reading Journal for your membership number and expiration
date.
Conference refund requests must be in writing and received by MRA by Friday, March 5. Your name badge must be
included, and a $35 processing fee will be assessed. Please note that membership fees and meal function tickets are non✓
refundable.
Replacement cost for a name badge is $10.00.

SB-CEU, AVAILABLE, PENDING APPROVAL

Conference Events: Weaving a Tapestry of Readers and Writers
Research--to--Practice Institute: March 19, 2010
Come hear about the research behind Response to Intervention (RtI), as well as questions on RtI implementations that have
not yet been addressed through research. Join MRA and LARC once again for a day-long institute designed to examine
approaches to implementing each "tier" of RtI ... and more. Enjoy nationally acclaimed experts Donna Scanlon,
Barbara Taylor, and a panel of Michigan RtI stakeholders. Morning and afternoon breakout sessions and small group
discussions with MSU faculty and others will focus on what has been affirmed and what is yet to be learned about effective ways to implement Rtl.

MRA 2010 Annual Conference Ticketed and Meal Events
Saturday, March 20
Administrator Luncheon - Featured Speaker: Ellin Oliver Keene, Author, Mosaic of Thought and Use To Understand
Adolescent Literacy Luncheon - Featured Speaker: Frank Serafini, Professor, Arizona State University and Author,

Interactive Comprehension Strategies: Fostering Meaningful Talk About Texts
Librarian/Media Specialists/Literature Lover Luncheon - Featured Speaker: Randy Testa, Vice President, Education and Professional Development-Walden Media: producers of The Chronicles ofNarnia, City ofEmber,]ourney to the Center,
and Beezus and Ramona (premiering April 2009)

Pre-Service and Beginning Teach Pizza Luncheon - Featured Speaker: D. Ray Reutzel, IRA Board Member, Author
and Professor of Education, Utah State University
Saturday Night Party at Detroit Historical Museum - Don't miss this exclusive strolling reception for Conference
attendees, through the Detroit Historical Museum's many exhibits, shops and original cobblestone street level! Music
and refreshments will be provided for your enjoyment!

Sunday, March 21
Author/Illustrator Breakfast - Featuring 30 authors and illustrators from the 2010 Conference
Adult Literacy Luncheon - Featured Speaker: John Dirkx, Professor, Higher, Adult and lifelong Education, Michigan
State University
Early Literacy Luncheon - Featured Speaker: Susan Neuman, former Assistant Secretary for Elementary and Secondary Education - U.S. Department of Education, Author and Professor, University of Michigan
Young Authors' Luncheon - Featured Speaker: Brod Bagert, Childrens' Author of Rainbows, Head Lice, and Pea-Green

Tile: Poems in the Voice of the Classroom Teacher
Sunday Night Party - Featuring Barry Lane's Literacy Cabaret MRA 2010: The Motown Schwa Sound!
Author, comedian, singer, songwriter Barry Lane writes and hosts this zany teacher celebration night variety show
which debuted to rave reviews at last year's MRA. Part stand up performance, sing along, dance along, crazy karaoke,
and skit comedy show, this verbal vaudeville will leave you laughing till you cry or crying til you laugh and you may even
find yourself up on stage. This year's theme," the Motown Schwa Sound "combines scientifically based approaches to
literacy with James Brown, Aretha Franklin, the Temptations, Smokey Robinson and the Reading Miracles and much
more. Title 1 funding available, but not for the good seats. You won't want to miss it! Sign up today!

Monday, March 22
Reading Specialist/Literacy Coach Breakfast - Featured Speaker: Sharon Walpole, Assistant Professor, School of
Education University of Delaware, co-Author of The Literacy Coach's Handbook: A Guide to Research-Based Reform

Title I Luncheon - Featured Speaker: Steven Layne, Adult, Young Adult and Childrens' Author, motivational speaker,
and supporter of building lifetime readers
FALL
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MRA Sponsorship Form
"Weaving a Tapestry ofReaders and Writers"
Michigan Reading Association 54th Annual Conference

Saturday, March 20-Monday, March 22, 2010
Cobo Center and Detroit Marriott Renaissance Center Hotel

* Detroit, Michigan

Please type or print clearly.

Company Name (as you would like it to appear on signage, etc.):
Authorized Company Contact: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: - - - - - - - - - - Fax: - - - - - - - - - - - Email: - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State, Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Event Sponsored: _________________________________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Amount of Sponsorship:$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Speaker and Expenses(s) Sponsored: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Amount of Sponsorship:$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDITIONAL ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITY
Reach thousands of classroom teachers, education specialists, researchers, administrators, librarians, tutors and more with an on line listing
and brief description of the services and products your organization provides. Each web site listing is limited to 25 words. Your online ad
will be posted on our web site from January 1, 2010 until March 3 l, 2010. Introductory rate is $200. All submissions must be received and
paid by December 15, 2009.

Other:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Amount of Other:$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Specific considerations or limitations (if any):

If sponsorship is for an event, should company be billed directly: _ _ YES*

NO

*IfYES, please indicate billing address:

Company N a m e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Attention: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City, State, Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please sign below and retain a copy for your records.
Authorizing Signature(s)

Date

MRA Representative Signature(s)

Date

Mail completed form within 30 days of receipt to:
Michigan Reading Association
Fax: 616-64 7-93 78
668 Three Mile Road NW, Suite C
Grand Rapids, MI 49544-8219
Phone: 800-672-7323
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Please contact the MRA Office for
MasterCard, VISA or Discover
payment information.

MRA13

CONFEREE INFORMATION
Please print clearly or type
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Membership#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(as you would like it to appear on your name badge)

Institution/District Affiliation (as you would like it to appear on your name badge): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address (where your conference information will be mailed): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ _ _ _ Zip Code: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
County: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone:

LEVEL:

POSITION:

•
•
•
•
•

Teacher
Title 1
Media/Librarian
Pre-Service Teacher
Retired Educator

METHOD OF PAYMENT:

D

•
•
•
•
•

II

•
•
•
•

Administrator
Paraprofessional
Adult Educator
Teacher Educator

•
•

Pre-K
Middle

Elementary
High School

University
Other

Coach/Interventionist

PAYMENT INFORMATION

I

11

I

I,

Check* or Money Order enclosed (payable to Michigan Reading Association)

I

*checks returned for insufficient funds are subject to a $25 processing fee.

D

Purchase Order (copy of Purchase Order must be included).
To protect your privacy, we are now accepting MasterCard, VISA and Discover
registrations online only at www.michiganreading.org

PURCHASE ORDER BILL TO:

Institution District: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Contact: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip Code: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Email Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Current Members: Please check if you've had a change of:
NOTE:

D

Name

D

Address

D

Affiliation

D

E-mail

Full payment must accompany each Registratrion Form • Registrations cannot be processed without full payment,

including applicable Membership fees • A separate Registration Form must be submitted for each conferee • Please complete
and submit both pages 1 and 2 of the Registration Form.
Photocopy pages 1 and 2 for your records and submit the originals before February 19. 2010 to:
MRA Conference Registration
668 Three Mile Rd NW
Grand Rapids, Ml 49544-8219
Fax Purchase Order payments to: 616-647-9378
Page 1
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Michigan Reading Association 2010 Annual Conference
March 19-22, 2010

EARLYBIRD SPECIAL • Register by October 31, 2009 and save $5.00 on the conference registration fee!
Undergraduate
Student

Parent/
Noneducator

NonMember

Regular
Member

Retired
Educator

_ _ $150

_ _ $135

$90

$80

_ _ $225

$105

$90

_ _ $70

$ 65

$185

1 day/ Sunday, March 21

_ _ $105

_ _ $90

$ 70

_ _ $65

_ _ $185

1 day/ Monday, March 22

_ _ $105

_ _ $90

_ _ $70

_ _ $65

_ _ $185

3 DAY CONFERENCE

Event/Item
Total

$

1 DAY ONLY CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

1 day/ Saturday, March 20

§
---tl

____

EARL YB/RD SPECIAL! Register by 10-31-09 and SAVE $5! OCTOBER 31, 2009 DISCOUNT ~--$_5_.o_o_ _

CONFERENCESUBTOTAL

,__

$

NEW or RENEWING MEMBERSHIP (fee is non-refundable)
You must renew your MRA Membership if your
current Membership expires prior to 4/1/2010.
Check your membership card or the latest issue of
the News & Views or Michigan Reading Journal for
your Membership number and expiration date.

Regular Member

_ _ $35

$

Retired Educator

$ 20

$

Undergraduate Student

$15

$

_ _ $10

$

Parent/Non-Educator
Non-Member

N/A

MEAL EVENTS/ must order by March 5, 2010. Seating is limited, so order early (availability is not guaranteed).
PLEASE NOTE: Meal Event tickets must be pre-ordered and are non-refundable. Orders will be processed only if
payment is received in full. Order your meal event tickets today* seating is limited!

D Check here for vegetarian meal(s).
SATURDAY. MARCH 20
Administrator Luncheon (with Elfin Oliver Keene, Author of Mosaic of Thought and Use to Understand)- $29.00

$

Adolescent Literacy Luncheon (featuring Frank Serafini, Professor, Arizona State University) - $29.00 ................ .

$

Librarian/Media Specialists/Literature Lovers Luncheon (featuring Randy Testa, Walden Media) - $29.00 .......... .

$

Pre-Service and Beginning Teacher Pizza Luncheon (featuring D. Ray Reutzel, IRA Board of Directors) - $8.00 .... .

$

Saturday Night Party (Detroit Historical Museum) - $15.00 ................................................................................... .

$

SUNDAY, MARCH 21

Author/Illustrator Breakfast (featuring 30 authors and illustrators from the 2010 conference) - $24.00 .............. .

$

Adult Literacy Luncheon (featuring John Dirkx, Michigan State University) - $29.00 ............................................. .

$

Early Literacy Luncheon (featuring Susan B. Neuman, University of Michigan) - $29.00 ........................................ .

$

Young Authors' Luncheon (featuring Brod Bogert, Childrens' Author) - $29.00 ..................................................... .

$

MONDAY, MARCH 22

Reading Specialist/Literacy Coach Breakfast (featuring Sharon Walpole, University of Delaware) - $24.00 .......... .

$

Title I Luncheon (featuring Steven Layne, Adult, Young Adult and Children's Author)- $29.00 ............................. .

$

AFTER MARCH 5-$35. PROCESSING FEE ................................................................................................................

$ 35.00

Page2
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Michigan Reading Association
2010 Research-to-Practice Institute

Response to Intervention
Cobo Center and Detroit Marriott Renaissance Center Hotel
Friday, March 19 * 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Interested Participants
K-12 Teachers• Literacy Coaches• Curriculum Coordinators• Reading Specialists•
Administrators • Publishers • College/University Faculty and Graduate Students

TENTATIVE AGENDA
8:00 - 8:45 a.m.
Check in and
Continental Breakfast

Come hear about the research behind Response to Intervention (Rt!), as well as questions
on Rt/ implementations that have not yet been addressed through research. Join MRA and
LARC once again for a day-long institute designed to examine approaches to implementing each "tier" of Rt/ ... and more. Enjoy nationally acclaimed experts Donna Scanlon,
Barbara Taylor, and a panel of Michigan Rt/ stakeholders. Morning and afternoon breakout sessions and small group discussions with MSU faculty and others will focus on what
has been affirmed and what is yet to be learned about effective ways to implement Rt/.

8:45 - 9:00 a.m.
Greetings and Overview
REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Registration Fee includes Continental Breakfast and Lunch

9:00-10:15 a.m.
Morning Keynote:

INSTITUTE REGISTRATION FEE-$120.

Donna Scanlon
Michigan State University

Registrations must be received by the MRA Office or submitted online by February 19, 2010
EARLYBIRD SPECIAL! Register by 10-31-09 & SAVE $5!

10:30-11:45 a.m.
Breakouts
11:45-12:45 p.m.
Lunch
12:45-1:45 p.m.
Panel: Stakeholders in this
new initiative

OCTOBER 31, 2009 DISCOUNT

AFTER MARCH 5-$35. PROCESSING FEE
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED
ONSITE INSTITUTE REGISTRATION FEE-$145.

Name

$
-

$

5.00

+ $35.00

____

$
,___

___,

$_ _ _ __

....1

-----------------------------

Institution/District Affiliation:
Street Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State, Zip:
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Email: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2:00-3:15 p.m.
Small Group Discussions

D

Please check here if you'd like a vegetarian meal for lunch.

Method of Payment (payment in full MUST accompany this registration form)

3:30-4:45 p.m.
Closing Keynote:
Barbara Taylor
University of Minnesota

4:45 p.m.
Reception

SB-CEU credit available
pending approval

D

Purchase Order (copy of Purchase Order MUST accompany this registration form)

D

Check * or Money Order (payable to MRA). *Returned checks subject to $25. fee.
To protect your privacy, we are now accepting MasterCard, VISA, and Discover
registrations online only at www.michiganreading.org

Please submit an individual Registration Form for each registrant.
Retain a copy of the completed form for your records and submit orginal to:
MRA Research-to-Practice Institute
668 Three Mile Rd NW, Suite C
Grand Rapids, Ml 49544-8216
Fax: 616-647-9378

Phone: 800-672-7323 • Email: mra@michiganreading.org • www.michiganreading.org
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